Dog Trainer Academy Success Story #12
INTRODUCTION
Since childhood, Arthur Deak of San Francisco,
California, has had a passion for dogs. His interest
deepened after watching a TV show called The
Dog Whisperer-- a
 series that highlights the
special relationship humans have with canines,
and how we are able to communicate with them.
Arthur knew it would be really cool to be
able to “talk to animals” like the trainers did
in The Dog Whisperer and he wanted to figure
out how to build that type of
communication with dogs.
Over the years, Arthur studied various dog
trainers like Ceaser Milan, and eventually stumbled upon Doggy Dan’s training
techniques. Arthur signed up for a free trial of Doggy Dan’s Online Dog Trainer
program and loved that Doggy Dan’s free trial gave him access to EVERYTHING in the
program.
Arthur had the opportunity to see Dan’s training methods and experience them before
throwing down a ton of money for a dog training program.
He continued to educate himself--continuously igniting his own passion for
working with dogs--while working full-time as a personal trainer.

THE TRANSITION: FROM BURNOUT TO A
FULFILLED CAREER AS A DOG TRAINER
For 12 years, Arthur had worked as a personal trainer. After such a long time the
demand of his job began to take a toll on him.
Arthur began to feel burned out from not being able to help his clients who were
unwilling to help themselves. Each day was a struggle and it became clear that personal
training was not the end destination for Arthur.
Around the same time, one of Arthur’s good buddies was finding success fostering and
training dogs in his area. Arthur loved the idea of trading his personal training
career in for a job where he’d be able to work with dogs every day.
Arthur’s friend was able to provide him a lot of good information regarding becoming a
dog trainer. However, Arthur still needed to be given the framework in order to
confidently run his own dog training business.
Not long after making this realization, Dan Abdelnoor (Doggy Dan) opened the
enrollment for his Dog Trainer Academy--a program that provides dog lovers
with all the training and business info necessary to open up their own
professional dog training company.

LAYING THE FOUNDATION: THE DOG TRAINER
ACADEMY
As soon as enrollment was opened, Arthur became a
member of the Dog Trainer Academy. This decision
would lay the groundwork for Arthur opening his
successful dog training business, Zen Your Dog.
Within this program, Arthur was given everything he
needed to open his business--from full-length video
consults (which covered various difficult dog behavior
including aggression, leash pulling, separation anxiety,
chewing, puppy training, and more!) to information on
setting up a business, marketing techniques, how to
manage clients, and everything else in between!

Thanks to the framework, Arthur was able to leave his job as a personal trainer
and begin a new career as a dog trainer.

THE RESULTS
Since opening his doors in May 2019, Arthur has found much success.
He currently partners with 3 different rescue organizations in the Bay Area.
Working with these organizations brings him a lot of gratification as he is able to help
both dogs and humans who are in need.
He’s also completed around 40 training consults. At an average of $200 per
consultation, he brought around $8,000 during his first few months in
business.
Today, his website continues to bring him 3-4 leads per week and he just embarked
on his first-ever board and train package, a $2,500 service that he offers.
Thanks to the Dog Trainer Academy, both Arthur and the dogs in the Bay Area have a
bright future.

ABOUT DOGGY DAN

Dan Abdelnoor, also known as “Doggy Dan”, is the founder of The Online Dog Trainer, a
wildly successful online training program for dog owners. Over his career he’s trained
over 47,000 dogs, dealing with every type of behavioral dog issue known to
man.

With a passion for helping people with their dogs, Dan decided he wanted to help other
passionate dog lovers find the same success he has found as a professional dog trainer.
His goal: To launch a dog training program that would certify people as dog trainers
using his kind and gentle training methods.
With this vision in mind, Dan launched his program, the Dog Trainer Academy, which
continues to teach dog lovers the training skills and business skills they need to
successfully run a dog training business.

BEGIN YOUR TRAINING CAREER WITH THE
DOG TRAINER ACADEMY
Anyone can make an impact on the world and find wild success as a dog
trainer regardless of your age, education, experience with dogs, or location in the
world.
As long as you have a love for dogs, a desire to help dogs and dog owners in your
community, and a passion for learning the best dog training methods, you can find
the same success as other Dog Trainer Academy students.
If you’re interested in learning how to make a living as a professional dog trainer while
helping dogs in your community, I invite you to learn more about the Dog
Trainer Academy today!
I look forward to connecting with you inside the Dog Trainer Academy community.
Cheers,
Doggy Dan

